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For all the reasons that matter:
Let’s take warewashing to the next level.

Let’s make your operation simpler.

Let’s take clean to a whole new level.

Let’s raise a spotless glass to your customers.

Introducing



A powerful program to help you shine.
By combining innovative chemistry and expert service, SMARTPOWER™ brings to your 

restaurant a new level of clean, operational simplicity and sustainability. It’s what your guests 

see that will impress them the most — a visible clean and impeccable wares.



Innovative Chemistry 
Highly effective formulas are designed to eliminate the toughest food soils.

Enhanced Safety 
Provides safety measures for simplified operations — helping reduce the  

risk of cross contamination and promoting safer product handling.

Expert Service 
Delivering the best service in the industry ensures your success.

The complete warewashing program 
for results that shine, the first time.

SMARTPOWER™ is a complete warewashing program that uses proprietary chemistry resulting in the 

highest level of cleanliness, promotes food safety and sustainability while saving labor and utilities.

BEFORE 
The blue dye indicates  

protein residue.

AFTER  
Enzymes in our solid detergent 
wash away the problem.

PLATES ARE 1.7X 
more ready for service*

GLASSES ARE 2.0X 
more ready for service*

FLATWARE ARE 9.2X 
more ready for service*

*When compared with APEX™ Warewashing solutions.



Proactive service and 
training help ensure 
consistently positive results.

SMARTPOWER™ Sanitizer 
Helps maintain a clean environment and helps reduce 
food safety risks in a small, compact form.

Compact solid chemistry and ergonomic dispenser design 
fit tight kitchen spaces.

* By reducing number of sink refills, compared to a conventional competitive liquid detergent.

SMARTPOWER™ Manual Detergent
Attacks tough food soils while feeling 
soft on the hands and helps reduce water 
consumption by up to 75%.*

SMARTPOWER™ Presoak Pot & Pan
Specifically formulated to soak off tough grease and 
baked-on solids before wares are washed and sanitized.

Shape- and color-coded solid 
blocks are safe and easy to 
store, carry and load.



SMARTPOWER™ Machine Detergent
Reduces expensive rewash by breaking down food soils so they 
don’t reattach to dishes.

Innovative chemistry breaks down the soils, leading to less buildup 
and cleaner machines to help reduce maintenance costs.

SMARTPOWER™ Rinse Additive
Helps eliminate hand polishing with 
reduced spotting and quicker dry time.

SMARTPOWER™ Dual-Enzyme Presoak
Breaks down baked-on proteins and starches, 
resulting in sparkling flatware.

Proper dilution eliminates waste and controls cost.

Dishmachine Rental Program 

Renting your dishmachine from Ecolab allows 
you to focus on your business with the security 
of knowing your warewashing operation is 
properly managed.

Let us focus on the installation, repair and 
maintenance of Ecolab’s rented dishmachines, 
dishwashers and control systems.

Increase labor 
efficiency through 
less rewash and 
hand polishing.



1 Based on running 500 racks per day and reducing racks by 10%.
2 Versus five-gallon plastic pails, based on running 500 racks per day.
3 Based on running 500 racks per day and reducing racks by 10%. Testing proved 61% reduction in rewash, resulting in 10% reduction in overall racks washed daily.
  Results may vary based on your specific set of circumstances.

$301 each year by reducing energy 
usage by 301 therms.

SAVE

$256 each year by conserving up to 
18,250 gallons of water.1

SAVE

249 lbs. of plastic waste disposal 
every year.2

REDUCE UP TO

$3,042 eliminating 
304 hours annually.

REDUCE LABOR COSTS BY

18,250 racks run 
every year.3

SAVE UP TO

Powerful performance. Results that shine at the lowest total cost.

60% ensuring wares are visibly 
clean for your guests.3

REDUCE REWASH BY



PRODUCT NAME PICK CODE PACK SIZE

DISHMACHINE HIGH-PERFORMING PRODUCTS

SMARTPOWER™  
Dishmachine Detergent

6101201 
6101202

4–6.75 lb 
6–6.75 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
Dishmachine Detergent 
Heavy Duty

6101200 4–6.75 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
Dishmachine Detergent 
Specialty

6101308 4–6.75 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
Dishmachine Detergent 
Metal Safe

6101307 4–6.25 lb

SMARTPOWER™ 
Rinse Additive  
All Purpose

6101203 2–2.5 lb

SMARTPOWER™ 
Rinse Additive  
Heavy Duty

6101199 2–2.5 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
Solid Sanitizer 
EPA Reg. No 1677-201

6101357 
(U.S.)

6101398 
(Canada)

4x1000 
tablets

It’s time to shine.
Partner with Ecolab to solve your toughest warewashing challenges with the complete 
program, combining powerful chemistry and world-class service.

Visit Ecolab.com/SMARTPOWER  

or call 1 800 35 CLEAN to learn more about SMARTPOWER.™
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The full solution for every stage of 
your warewashing program.

PRODUCT NAME PICK CODE PACK SIZE

MANUAL HIGH-PERFORMING PRODUCTS

SMARTPOWER™  
Manual Detergent

6101907 3–2 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
Presoak Cutlery/
Flatware

6101890 3–4 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
Presoak Pot & Pan

6101352 
6101353

6–5 lb 
3–5 lb

SMARTPOWER™  
Sanitizer 
EPA Reg. No 5389-20

6101355 
(U.S.)

6101351 
(Canada)

2–2 lb
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http://Ecolab.com/SmartPower

